Today's SPECT tomographs are multi-headed devices equipped with a transmission source that allow for the measurement of the emission distribution of a patient together with its attenuation characteristics [l-3] . Attenuation correction can thus be performed, which is essential to the quantification of SPECT studies [4-61. Iterative algorithms are compulsory for reconstructing images from SPECT data with the aim of quantification using attenuation correction [7] . Iterative methods present some drawbacks such as the noise amplification as the number of iterations increases. To prevent from large noise amplification, regularization is often used, and the resulting solution is then a trade-off between fidelity to the measured data and bias due to the regularity of the solution constrained through the regularization term [8] . This implies that a regularization parameter is set a priori, in a way that optimizes this trade-off for a given situation. This regularization parameter may then be kept unchanged for all the patients enrolled in a given protocol, considering that conditions do not differ much from one study to another. This is only partially true, since activity distribution and noise characteristics do vary amongst patients. According to the size and physiology of the patient, more or less photons are detected for constant acquisition conditions. The total duration of a scan can be adjusted to compensate for this diversity, but this results in the variation of the acquisition conditions themselves.
In the following study, we describe a technique for simultaneously estimating the regularized least-square solution of a SPECT reconstruction problem with its degree of regularization to automatically find an appropriate trade-off between noise and bias as the noise in the data changes.
II. THEORY
An image is estimated from a finite set of SPECT attenuated measurements by solving a linear system such as:
RJ =s
(1) wheref is the unknown image vector, s is the attenuated SPECT sinogram and R, is a matrix that models a SPECT tomographic acquisition with non-uniform attenuation. We propose a least-square approach based on the following normal equations:
where T=RJ 1s the attenuated Radon transform % normalized by the Chang correction I [9] and D stands for the ramp filtering operation. The symbol T' denotes the transpose matrix of T. The vector x is the new unknown and is defined such that f =Ix, to preserve the system symmetry. The ramp filter and the Chang correction are used as a preliminary approximate inversion making the matrix T'DT close to the identity matrix, in order to speed convergence up and work with normalized operators [lo] .
Eq. (2) leads to the following least-square minimization problem [ 111:
A regularization term HX) is added to avoid noise amplification by constraining the norm of the image gradient vx:
where A stands for the normalized Laplacian operator and ( ' ) stands for the dot product. The following regularizing least-square functional is obtained:
(5) For a given strictly positive a, this functional has a unique minimum that is a compromise between fidelity to the data (measured by the term q(X)) and regularity of the solution (measured by the term P(X)). It is possible to simultaneously estimate an image and its degree of regularization, by making an explicit dependence between them [12] . The simultaneous estimation is obtained by finding the minimum of:
under the constraint of a linear relationship between the regularization parameter and the regularizing functional:
a(x) = yvI(.x, a(x))
This relationship makes a(x) proportional to (J)(X) and P(X)which both increase when the noise in the data increases. The value of y can be set such that the function a(x) is monotonically increasing, mapping R" into [o; +-[ and such that the functional M is convex with a unique minimum.
The minimum of M with respect to a coincides with the minimum of M with respect to x and is found by solving:
This system can be solved with a successive approximation scheme [ 121. However, much faster convergence is obtained when using the conjugate gradient algorithm. To apply the conjugate gradient to this non-linear problem, a(~) is estimated at each iteration but changed only if the new estimate of a is different enough from its current value. When a(~) is updated, the conjugate gradient is restarted from the current estimate of the distribution to solve the system defined by the new value of a. A similar trick was used by Kaufman for applying a positivity constraint with the conjugate gradient [ 131.
In this approach, the regularization strength a is modulated by the value of y that we call the regularization "trend" in the following. Our strategy involves setting this regularization trend y so that the algorithm produces a given regularization strength a for a reference study, for which this regularization strength is optimized. Then, solving system (8) must produce a decreased (resp. increased) regularization strength when the acquisition conditions are improved (resp. degraded) while y is left unchanged. In order to keep y constant whatever the true distribution x*, y must be normalized by Ix*~ Since X* is unknown, its norm is estimated by:
(.x*,.x *'-'T'D&.x')= (DsJ). ,-\ (9) III. EXPERIMENTS A segmented CT slice from the Zubal phantom at the heart level was considered [ 141. The simulated activity distribution was obtained by setting the heart muscle to 10 countslsec., the blood pool to 3, the lungs to 2 while all other tissues were merged into a uniform background set to 1 (Fig. 1,  image A) . The image was projected in parallel geometry over 360" with 120 steps (bin size 4 mm), by taking attenuation into account. The attenuation map was taken as the nonsegmented CT slice (Fig 1, image B) scaled to mimic attenuation undergone by Tc'""' photons (attenuation of 0.15 cm ' in water) and by T12"' photons (attenuation of 0.17 cm ' in water). With Tcogm, the total activity in the sinogram was equal to 2675 countslsec. Four levels of noise were considered, corresponding to acquisition times of 50, 100, 200, and 500 seconds. Two additional variations were introduced: a) background and lungs values were zeroed and b) background and lung values of the original distribution were doubled. In total, 24 configurations were thus considered (3 activity distributions x 4 acquisition durations x 2 attenuation maps). Two regularization approaches were compared: fixed regularization (FR), i.e. the conjugate gradient applied to eq. (5) and adaptive regularization (AR), i.e. the conjugate gradient applied to eq. (8). For a given data set, e(a) could be calculated using the conjugate gradient with FR, by varying a step by step. On the other hand, AR automatically determined e(a) for any data set, once y was fixed. To set the regularization trend, a particular configuration was considered, corresponding to a 100 sec. acquisition time with the Tc'""' attenuation map and the non-specific activity consisting of 2 in the lungs and 1 in the background. For this study, the a value minimizing the normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the estimated activity distribution and the true activity distribution was found equal to 0.99. The corresponding y was deduced and was equal to 3 .O. This fixed y was then considered to process all other 23 configurations, leading to a different a value for each configuration.
Given the known emission distribution X' , noise and bias in a reconstructed image x' were characterized by calculating the normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the estimated activity distribution and the true activity distribution: & = 1oooo.~s~-.X*~~/~X*~2.
(10)
For all 24 data sets, we computed the NMSE error of the solution generated by AR, and compared this error to the lowest NMSE as obtained using the conjugate gradient with FR with a varying by steps of 0.1. IV.
RESULTS
Tables I to IV show the performances of adaptive regularization for y = 3.0: for all acquisition times (1" column), the regularization values a*R obtained by solving system (8) with the conjugate gradient are given in the Znd column together with the corresponding NMSE, denoted &AR in the 31d column. FR was used to find the lowest NMSE, denoted &*, that is given in the 4" column. The NMSE that would be obtained if a were kept fixed to 0.99 whatever the data set is denoted &FR. The last two columns indicate the respective performances of AR and FR by giving the percentage difference between the automatically found E.&R value and the optimal &* and between the NMSE &FR corresponding to the fixed regularization parameter and the optimal &*. Table I shows the results obtained with the Tc""" attenuateddata with a backgroundof 1 and lung values of 2. As expected, AR increased the regularization parameter for the acquisition duration of 50 sec. that was shorter than that used for optimizing y (the data set used for the optimization was 100 sec. in duration). On the other hand, the regularization parameter decreased when considering acquisition durations greater than 100 sec. as the data got less noisy. For all acquisition times, the NMSE corresponding to the regularization parameter automatically found using AR was very close to the smallest NMSE that could be found by manually optimizing a. AR yielded regularization values more than 4 times higher for the shortest acquisition duration compared to the longest acquisition duration. When keeping the regularization value of 0.99 constant for all data sets, the resulting NMSE was higher than the optimal NMSE by as much as 27%. Table II illustrates the automatic changes in a for changes in the processed data sets induced by considering the attenuation map corresponding to T12"' instead of Tc'"". As photons emitted by T12"' are more attenuated by the human body than photons emitted by Tc()91n, the T12"' data were noisier than the Tc'"" data for the same acquisition duration. Therefore, an increase of the regularization values was expected compared to those obtained for Tc'"" (Table I) , for the same acquisition durations. Table II demonstrates this behavior, with regularization values varying from 0.40 to 1.54 for 500 sec. to 50 sec. acquisition durations for T12"' data, to be compared with regularization values varying from 0.36 to 1.42 for Tc'"". NMSE were within 2% of the lowest NMSE in each case, whereas when using fixed regularization, NMSE greater than the lowest NMSE by up to 15% were observed. Table III shows the performance of AR for Tc'"" attenuated data when background and lungs values were set to zero while they were different from zero in the configuration used for optimizing y. Without background, the data were less noisy as a zero background appears in the data as zeroes with a variance equal to zero. Therefore, for a given attenuation duration, the regularization parameter was expected to be smaller than for the same data including a background (Table  I) . This is what was actually observed, and the NMSE corresponding to the AR reconstruction were always of the same order (for the 50 sec. acquisition time) or smaller than those obtained using the FR reconstruction. However, the regularization value that yielded the minimum NMSE was never reached. Table IV shows the AR results when lung and background activities were twice as much as those of the study used to set the calibration trend. In that instance, AR yielded smaller regularization values than those obtained when the background and lung activities were half (Table I) . This is because increasing the background and lung activities changed the structures in the images, and did not simply correspond to a change of the noise in the data. However, the change in regularization value with respect to the acquisition duration was consistent. When comparing to the NMSE obtained for a fixed regularization value, AR yielded more homogeneous results for the different acquisition durations, with NMSE 4% to 13% higher than the optimal NMSE, while NMSE were 0% to 20% higher than the optimal NMSE with fixed regularization. Figure 2 displays the images corresponding to the results presented in Table I . The images corresponding to a regularization trend of 3 (second row) led to a more uniform image quality for the different acquisition durations than the fixed regularization (third row). The higher the regularization trend (r= 5, first row), the less variations in image quality for different levels of noise in the data. V. DISCUSSION Adaptive regularization was demonstrated for SPECT reconstruction with attenuation correction with a least-square criterion based on the approximate inversion of the attenuated Radon transform using the Chang correction and the ramp filter. This criterion allowed for the simultaneous estimation of the activity distribution together with its degree of regularization, according to the method proposed by Kang and Katsaggelos 1121.
By setting the regularization trend using a reference study, results close to the optimal results, in terms of NMSE, were obtained when varying the acquisition duration and the attenuation map. Even when the background intensity varied, resulting NMSE were within 9% of the minimum NMSE when zeroing the background and within 13% when the background and lungs activities were doubled.
In all cases, adaptive regularization led to more uniformity in the image quality with respect to noise changes due to variations in acquisition duration.
The proposed regularization functional sets a linear relationship between the regularization parameter and the functional itself, to make the minimization problem tractable. This linear dependency might not be strong enough to obtain a regularization parameter yielding an NMSE almost identical to the optimal NMSE, especially when large variations occur between two data sets (as when the background and lung activities were multiplied by two with respect to the background and lung values in the data set used to set the optimization trend). There might be other relationships that adapt more precisely to such variations. Further work is needed to see if this adaptive technique can be implemented for statistical criteria modeling the Poisson noise of the data, such as those in maximum-likelihood expectationmaximization or weighted least-square algorithms, and for alternative regularization constraints that could preserve the edges of the distribution.
To demonstrate that the technique could lead to optimal noise/bias trade-off, we only used simulated data for which the true activity distribution was known. Further evaluation on clinical data is needed to determine whether setting the regularization trend instead of the regularization parameter could reduce the variability of image quality in patients and facilitate the clinical interpretation of attenuation corrected SPECT images.
VI. CONCLUSION
Adaptive regularization for SPECT non-uniform attenuation correction was tested for four different acquisition durations, three background intensity levels and two attenuation conditions. By setting the regularization trend on a given reference study, the adaptive regularization decreased (resp. increased) the regularization when the acquisition duration increased (resp. decreased) to yield trade-off between noise and bias that were almost independent from the original noise level in the projections. Adaptive regularization was also obtained when changing the attenuation map and the background intensity with respect to the reference study, but strong structural changes in the activity distribution did not lead to optimal trade-off in terms of the NMSE.
Adaptive regularization was demonstrated to be a practical way of modulating the level of filtering according to the noise present in the data in order to generate a more homogeneous image quality from patient to patient. 
